Major Requirements:
CORE: 101, 251, 252
3 electives (any courses excluding CORE)
2 LABS* and 2 ADVANCED** OR 3 LABS and 1 ADVANCED

- **CORE TOPICS**
  - 101 Intro
    Every Semester
  - 251 Res Design
    Every Semester
  - 252 Data Analysis
    Every Semester

- **TOPICS**
  - 214 Women
    Fall 2011
  - 210 Infant & Child
    Spring 2012
  - 211 Personality
    Every Fall
  - 212 Social
    Every Spring
  - 216 Cognitive
    Every Fall
  - 218 Physio
    Every Spring

- **LABS**
  - 277 Develop
    252 COreq
    Every Spring
  - 260 Abnormal
    251 PREq
    Every Spring
  - 274 Group Dyn
    252 COreq
    Every Fall
  - 270 Lab in Cog
    252 PREq
    Every Fall
  - 275 LBN: Soc Beh
    252 COreq
    Every Spring
  - 276 LBN: Learn & Memory
    252 COreq
    Fall 2011

- **ADVANCED**
  - 219 Soc Devel
    252 PREq
    Every Fall
  - 309 Psychotherapy
    252 PREq
    Every Fall
  - 328 Creativity
    252 PREq
    Every Spring
  - 317 Psych of Lang
    252 PREq
    Every Spring
  - 316 Comp Neuro
    252 PREq
    Fall 2011
  - 319 Mem & Brain
    252 PREq
    Spring 2012

*a 219 can be used as an alternate prerequisite for 274

*Lab requirement cannot be met by both 275 and 276
**Advanced requirement cannot be met by both 320 and 321; or by a combination of 315, 316, 318 and 319.